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     on WFGX 

* A local rally put on by a local political candidate has drawn attention to Trump’s immigration policy.  President 
Trump has been insistent that he doesn’t regret signing an executive order that has been placed to keep migrant 
families together, and blames existing immigration laws for the immigration crisis.  His administration also 
continues to maintain there was not much they could do to appease the border crisis, and they stand behind 
President Trump’s executive order.  It has sparked a lot of uproar in the country.  There have been rallies 
protesting the separation of immigrant families in Manhattan, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and now Pensacola.  On 
Sunday, the “Fight Like a Mother: Keep Families Together” rally, hosted by Dr. Zimmerman (Z), a candidate for 
District One Representative in Florida, took place at Plaza de Luna in downtown Pensacola.  Dr. Z, an immigrant 
herself, urged everyone to stand up for what they believe in.  “We need to take action,” said Dr. Z.  “We know 
what happens when we separate children at the border, when you separate the one thing that they find comfort 
in, their families.  So if we separate them we will ruin their brains forever and we will have a generation of 
children who don’t have proper brain development.” 

In a second story, the U.S. Navy is preparing to build detention centers for tens of thousands of undocumented 
immigrants on bases in California, Arizona, and Alabama.  A Navy memo outlines plans to build "temporary" tent 
cities for 25,000 illegal immigrants at abandoned airfields in Baldwin County, Alabama.  They would be housed 
in tent cities at Silver Hill Outlining Airfield and Wolf Field.  Baldwin County Commissioner Chris Elliott doesn't 
like it.  "This is just the wrong place to do it," Elliott said.  Commissioner Elliot says it's the same message state 
leaders gave the federal government two years ago when a similar plan came up.  People who live in the area 
have mixed feelings about it.  "It seems like this country is going back in time instead of forward," said Baldwin 
County resident Wedge Stephens.  Stephens lives near one of the potential sites. He has questions about 
safety.  "I think there is a better solution to what they're doing, putting people in camps to me sound like Nazi 
Germany," explained Stephens.  "It'll really screw us up going into hurricane season here having to relocate all 
of those folks," Elliott added.  Commissioner Elliot says they're confident they can talk the federal government 
out of the plan this time.  "It's the same issues we faced before, infrastructure challenges, evacuation challenges 
and on top of that now we're not talking about 2,000 unaccompanied minor children, but now we're talking about 
25,000 illegal immigrants," Elliott said.  Commissioner Elliot says the county commission and Congressman 
Bradley Byrne will talk to the Department of Homeland Security this week to fight the proposed plan. 

 
 
 
 
 
  


